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Introduction
These video vixens are bought and paid for. The only thing they need is your thirsty eyes and plenty of
your attention for them to get soaking wet! Once these cherries start popping there ain't no stopping until
they show you how to hit their Cherry Spot! 

Adult Review
These are not amateurs from next door, these are hired mercenaries with exceptional skills brought in to service your needs
by satisfying their own needs in a frenzy of frantic fingers and well lubed fuck-toys. CherrySpot is the flagship site of the
entire network and one well worth your time and attention if you get off on seeing sweet superstars go fast and deep on
themselves until they rub one out... or you do! 
  
  The site contains 98 exclusive scenes, each archived and easy to find so you can quickly download and enjoy them. Along
with that, for the same membership, you also get access to all of the other included sites shown on the list to the right of this
review. That's plenty of pussy action for your prick to soak in and plenty more for every new day that you are a member.
With each site updating once a week it works out to a new video almost every day!
  
  Videos are available in easy one-click full scene downloads or as smaller segments for faster action. They are also offered in
broadband enhanced 640x480 formats or in lower quality dial-up friendly versions as well. When these hot whores reach
deep inside and try to scrape out some drips of juice from the back wall of their vaginal canal... your cock will crave every
drop of their love nectar!
  
  Picture lovers are not left out either. Every single update comes with plenty of pics and these are super-high-res 1728x1152
images that bring you up close to the action! 
  
  At $24.95 a month for the whole network, the price is five bucks a month less expensive than The Tongue expected it to be.
Take a look at the site tour, it does an honest job of showing you what's in the members area and it provides some excellent
sample videos as well.
  
  These are paid actresses with a few of their own fingers knuckled up inside their sweet holes, rubbing their clits and looking
right into the camera until the moment of truth when they find their CherrySpot and share it with you!

Porn Summary
Fine cherry pie served up with a sweet side of frothy cum cream poured out of their teacup sized twats each time they
orgasm. All they want is someone to watch them do it... aren't you up for that?!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Professional cum queens masturbate in a race to see if they can cum before you do!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 88
Support: 84 Unique: 79    Taste: 89        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
Jizz Jugglers (89) ,Swallow My Nut (88) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, PornStars, SexToys, Straight
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 98
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